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Clench
both
of
your
fists,
really tightly. As hard as you
can. What happens? Tension in
your arms, neck, back?
Release. Breathe. Feel your
muscles relax, maybe wiggle
around a little bit. Let go:
“...a type of acceptance or the
discontinuation of a prolonged
struggle.”*3
Old Pain originates from unmet
emotional needs. These needs
could be a lack of affection,
attention, validation, or
anything in between. Ignoring
unmet needs can lead to negative
patterns, preventing you from
accomplishing your goals or
forming healthy, strong bonds.
Issues #3-6 explain a healing
process to help you work through
untangling your own old pain.*1
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In Step 2, IDENTIFY, you did your
best scientist impression and
interpreted the data you
collected to find a cause for the
empty feeling in your stomach
every winter- turns out you
didn’t like being left home alone
for hours at a time.
In Step 3, VALIDATE, you learned
that life will give you good
reason to feel certain emotions.
It’s okay to feel; all of your
emotions are valid.
Did you know that in this process
you are basically re-wiring your
brain? Re-training? Throughout
our whole lives our brains learn
how to process memories: how to
react, how and when to build
happy or sad chemicals, and so
on.*6 BUT! When you create new
habits you are teaching your
brain a new path.
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So, let’s review:
1. LISTEN to yourself: when do
you feel pain, emptiness, anger,
anxiety?
2. IDENTIFY the cause of the
feeling: what about your past
experiences causes you to feel
this thing when you feel it?
3. VALIDATE the feeling:
everything you are feeling is
okay and understandable.
4. LET GO: with this deeper
understanding of yourself, you
can move forward.*6
In Step 1, LISTEN, you paid
close attention to your
behaviors, emotional and
physical. You learned to observe
your behavioral patterns in
order to analyze them.
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For example, after years of
experiencing anxiety when you are
in a room and far from an exit,
you can use this process to reteach your brain to tell yourself
to take deep breaths and reassure
yourself that you are safe.*5 You
are changing conduits in your
brain to produce more serotonin
(often times the chemical missing
for people who suffer from
anxiety).*2 This process is
called neuroplasticity: “the
brain’s ability to create new
neural pathways based on new
experiences; changes in neural
pathways and synapses that result
from changes in behavior.”*4
So what could be left? You’ve
grown so much since you started
addressing
your
emotional
conflicts. Hooray for you, for
us! Let’s take a step back and
focus on the final step: LET GO.
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A vital part of letting go is
knowing that old pain and its
effects aren’t your fault: you
didn’t choose the circumstances
you experienced, they were handed
to you and now you have the
chance to work through it. Now
you know that voice in your head
that shames you is wrong: you
have an overwhelming amount of
data telling you it isn’t your
fault. And you can know it is not
your fault before you believe it.
That’s okay. We suggest the
classic, “Fake it till you make
it.” It may take your brain a
little bit to catch up but that’s
normal.*1

The point of going through the
process of healing is not to
make your wounds disappear, it’s
to stop them from hindering your
growth and to use them to your
advantage. Think lemons to
lemonade.
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self-sufficiency to flourish in
her work and help the people
around her instead of letting the
results of her old pain force her
into isolation. Go, Carla! The
experiences will always be there,
but now they can help instead of
hurt.
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couldn't control. Label this
shelf “Self-compassion and badassery emotional work.” It’ll be
nice to reflect on how far you've
come.

Carla

Carla had little to no support
from her parents growing up. To
cope with this, she became very
independent and always found
ways to do things on her own;
however, because she was unable
to ask for help when she needed
Note that these experiences won’t it, Carla felt very alone in the
just wash away because you
world. After processing her old
understand them- it’s helpful to
pain, Carla is still an
understand, but it doesn’t mean
independent person, but not so
they didn’t happen. You are who
independent that she cannot
you are today partially because
of what your old pain has taught connect with friends and loved
you-for better or worse.
ones. She learned to use her

Vincent

Vincent grew up with divorced,
So, imagine your brain has a
distant parents. He experienced
library organized similarly to
severe depression in his teenage
the Dewey Decimal System:
years but it was dismissed as
memories, language, favorite
“that phase.” He had an extremely
colors, small-talk conversation
difficult time adjusting to
topics for awkward situations.
adulthood. When he took a step
You’re going to put old pain on
back, he noticed that his
the shelf. It’s going to be a
friendships and romantic
reference for those days when you relationships all seemed to fall
are having those old pain
apart: sometimes he was too
feelings again- but instead of
invested, other times he was too
reacting, you can use the coping distant. He couldn’t find balance
tools you learned to work through (LISTEN). After a lot of
it in a rational manner. Because analyzing and some help from a
you’ve done the work to feel more counselor, Vincent recognized
at peace with things you
that he was unable to create
stable relationships because his
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primary caretakers had not been
able to do that with him
(IDENTIFY). Vincent was very sad
at this realization and accepted
that it was okay to feel sad
(VALIDATE). His parents had been
their own people with their own
sets of problems which didn’t
reflect on him. It wasn’t his
fault. He wanted to keep getting
better and used the tools he
learned in counseling to build
healthy relationships. It wasn’t
easy, but by working with his
emotional tools and by watching
his relationships heal, he found
strength. He learned from his
past, forged new emotional
patterns, and was able to focus
on his goals (LET GO).
Whatever it is- your mom
forgetting your 7th birthday;
your grandfather calling your
prom dress ugly; the neighbor’s
dog barking at you everyday on
your way to the bus for a year;
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This four-step process can work
for anyone (almost everyone
experiences old pain at some
point), but it might not be
enough for everyone.
We hope you can put your old
pain on a mental bookshelf for
reflection. Old pain isn’t
something you have to live in,
it’s something you can learn
from.
So, clench your fists again.
Feel allll that tension.
Unclench. It feels better,
right? Let go.
Thanks for being here,
Las Traumadas
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or that mysterious Why do I
always buy a new wardrobe halfway
through February: your life has
given you reason to feel this way
and it’s not your fault! Yet you
do have the ability, the tools,
and the power to seek resources
to improve the quality of your
life. You’ve got this.
This process isn’t easy. It can
take forever and a year. But we
think it’s worth it. All of us at
Las Traumadas can vouch that our
lives are better from
understanding and working through
our emotional injuries. Keep in
mind! Your experiences and old
pain are not the only things that
can cause negative patterns in
your life. Your emotions can have
a great deal to do with what you
eat, who you live with, what the
weather is like, your job, or
even your genetic and chemical
make-up.
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Medusa
You want to cut off my head,
curve my cheekbones around the steel
of your tin can shield, as vipers slither
amongst your closet of bones.
Amongst the things you
are too ashamed to own, a lion
on a yellow brick throne—
Will you force my eyes closed?
Afraid of what you will see
beneath the Aegean blue?
And you’ve been chipping,
haven’t you? At the point where
my neck meets my shoulder,
a Sisyphisian tumor grows
alongside the list of things
you are owed, though
it was not my eyes
that turned you to stone.
Still I greet you,
a three-headed bitch at the
gates to your Eden, it’s pomegranate season
in this garden of gilded flowers
that never grow,
pruned by hands unable to
wash themselves of gold,
though they’d love to
wrap around my throat,
cut off my head legato,
create a sideshow;

La Belle et La Bette, excuse my French;
you say I am a gorgon at my best—
I am not your monster;
I am not your damnation,
I am not your Pygmalion infatuation.
There are no gods here;
no mythological manifestations;
this labyrinth is self-created,
a sky of misinterpreted constellations.
So, cut off my head;
curve my cheekbones around
the steel of your tin can shield—
Cut out my tongue,
a palatable monster to bed;
This lyric will swallow you,
A noose made of Ariadne’s thread—
Do you hear the sirens wailing?
You invited those voices into your head.
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